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ABSTRACT

The Boeing Commercial Airplane Company presently uses an Airborne Data Analysis and
Monitor System (ADAMS) to support extensive qualification testing on new and modified
commercial aircraft. The ADAMS system consists of subsystems controlled by
independent processors which preprocess serial PCM data, perform application-specific
processing, provide graphic display of data, and manage mass storage resources. Setup
and control information is passed between processors using the Ethernet protocol on a
fiber optic network. Tagged data is passed between processors using a data bus with
networking characteristics. During qualification tests, data are dynamically selected,
analyses performed, and results recorded. Decisions to proceed or repeat tests are made
in real time on the aircraft.

Instrumentation in present aircraft includes up to 3700 sensors, with projections for 5750
sensors in the next generation. Concurrently, data throughput rates are increasing, and
data preprocessing requirements are becoming more complex. Fairchild Weston Systems,
Inc., under contract to Boeing, has developed an Acquisition Interface Assembly (AIA)
which accepts multiple streams of PCM data, controls recording and playback on analog
tape, performs high speed data preprocessing, and distributes the data to the other
ADAMS subsystems. The AIA processes one to three streams in any of the standard
IRIG PCM formats using programmable bit, frame and subframe synchronizers. Data
from ARINC buses with embedded measurement labels, bus ID’s, and time tags may also
be processed by the AIA. Preprocessing is accomplished by two high-performance
Distributed Processing Units (DPU) operating in either pipeline or parallel environments.
The DPU’s perform concatenation functions, number system conversions, engineering
unit conversions, and data tagging for distribution to the ADAMS system. Time
information, from either a time code generator or tape playback, may be merged with data



with a 0.1 msec resolution. Control and status functions are coordinated by an embedded
processor, and are accessible to other ADAMS processors via both the Ethernet interface
and a local operator’s terminal.

Because the AIA assembly is used in aircraft, the entire functional capability has been
packaged in a 14-inch high, rack-mountable chassis with EMI shielding. The unit has been
designed for high temperature, high altitude, vibrating environments. The AIA will be a
key element in aircraft qualification testing at Boeing well into the next generation of
airframes, and specification, design, development, and implementation of the AIA has
been carried out with the significance of that fact in mind.

KEYWORDS:  Pulse Code Modulation, PCM, Data Preprocessing, Real Time Analysis,
ARINC, Telemetry Data, Aircraft Qualification.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The Acquisition Interface Assembly (AIA), designed for the Boeing Commercial Airplane
Company, is an integral part of the Airborne Data Analysis and Monitor System
(ADAMS). ADAMS is used for real time acquisition and analysis of flight test data. As
shown in Figure 1, ADAMS is a multiple processor system with a dual bus architecture.
Within the ADAMS environment, the AIA subsystem performs the following major
functions:

1. Data is acquired from three PCM streams simultaneously.

2. Acquired data is edited, processed and converted to a common engineering units
format.

3. Data processing errors are reported immediately.

4. Time information is processed and merged into the data stream.

5. Processed data are identified with tags and placed on the Boeing-proprietary
Measurement Number/Data Bus (MNDB) for use by other ADAMS processors.

6. Flow of data and time to/from analog tape records is controlled.

7. Data recorded on tape is checked for errors in a read-after-write mode. Errors are
reported immediately.

8. Setup is programmable from a local terminal and other ADAMS processors.



AIA INFORMATION PROCESSING

Figure 2 provides an overview of the data flow through the AIA subsystem. Each of the
major operations is defined separately below.

Real Time Data Processing

Data from the acquisition system arrives in two formats simultaneously. In normal
operation, general PCM data is recorded on tape for ground station analysis, and clocked
NRZ-L data Is processed in real time on the aircraft. Data recorded on tape may be
reproduced for input to a bit synchronizer. Output of the bit synchronizer enters a frame
synchronizer for error analysis, with the option for data processing as well. The frame
synchronizer selects the source of data to be used as input for real time processing.
Specifically, either clocked NRZ-L data coming directly from the acquisition system or
playback from analog tape may be selected for serial to parallel conversion. Parallel
output from the frame synchronizer is passed to the data distributor to be merged with
other PCM data streams for hardware code conversion, and to be retagged for
processing in the Distributed Processing Unit (DPU). DPU 1 performs concatenation,
software format conversion, and segmentation for piecewise calibration. DPU 2 performs
conversion to engineering units format and prepares data for output to the rest of the
ADAMS. The MNDB output module places tagged data on the MNDB bus for use by
other processors in the system. A more detailed description of each module follows.

BIT SYNCHRONIZER.  Serial PCM data, in any of several standard formats, is
electrically isolated from the acquisition system and recorded on two analog tape
recorders simultaneously. Output from either analog tape may be selected as input to the
bit synchronizer which derives a clock signal from the incoming data, converts data to a
NRZ-L format, and provides NRZ-L data and clock to a frame synchronizer. Three bit
synchronizers are provided to process three streams of data from tape simultaneously.
Input tape selection, PCM format codes and bit rates are programmable. Deviation from
center frequency and loss of synchronization may be monitored and reported in real time.

FRAME SYNCHRONIZER.  The frame synchronizer performs two major functions.
First, it searches incoming serial data for a frame synchronization pattern. Input to the
synchronization portion of the module is serial NRZ-L data and clock from the bit
synchronizer. The sync pattern is found by a correlator circuit which finds the best match
to the specified bit pattern, provides error information to the AIA processor, and
provides a frame start signal for serial to parallel processing. Correlation patterns,
synchronization strategies and error reporting requirements are programmable. Loss of
frame synchronization and error statistics may be monitored and reported in real time.



The second function is serial to parallel conversion. Input to this process may be either
the output of the frame synchronizer above, or serial NRZ-L data accompanied by clock
and frame start pulses directly from the data acquisition system. The serial to parallel
converter places the resulting data word and a command word on the internal data bus.
The command word consists of the ID of the next processing module, position of the
word in the PCM stream, and a subframe count used to identify subcommutated data.
The serial to parallel conversion process is regulated by a control memory which defines
how each data word is to be converted from serial to parallel format. The bits in the word,
whether LSB or MSB, will be received first, whether the word is a subcommutation ID,
whether the word is to be deleted from further processing in the system, and whether the
word is part of an embedded tag that must be used to build a command word rather than
transmitted as data.

The serial to parallel converter supports subframe ID subcommutation, and embedded
measurement ID’s and control information from ARINC data buses. Subframe ID
synchronization strategies and embedded format definitions are programmable. Loss of
subframe ID synchronization may be monitored and reported in real time.

DATA DISTRIBUTOR.  The data distributor is required to convert word number and
frame number passed from the frame synchronizer (or other modules as appropriate) to
specific commands needed to define desired data processing paths. A processing path is
defined by a command word which accompanies data to the next processing module.
Contents of control tables are programmable, and may be changed while data is being
processing by the data distributor.

DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING UNIT (DPU).  The DPU is a high speed arithmetic
processor which can perform an assortment of processing functions on data. Functions
include concatenation, number conversion, segmentation for piecewise calibration, and
conversion to engineering unit formats.

In the initial AIA configuration, two DPU’s will function in a pipelined environment.
DPU I will perform concatenation, number conversion, and segmentation functions. The
data will be passed to DPU 2 for engineering unit conversions. Both DPU’s may be active
at the same time.

Algorithms for each DPU must be selected and loaded before processing begins. The
parameter block entries specifying processing for individual sensors may be added,
deleted, and modified while the DPU is active. Parameters being processed may be
selected and displayed on the local terminal. Reserve memory and processing capabilities
may also be reported in real time.



MEASUREMENT NUMBER/DATA BUS (MNDB) OUTPUT.  The output card
places incoming 32-bit data on the MNDB as one or two 16-bit half words. A tag
identifying data is available in the incoming command word. Tagged data on the MNDB is
accessible to all other processors in the ADAMS system. The MNDB output module may
be dynamically changed to delete data associated with any combination of tags from the
data stream placed on the MNDB.

Time Processing

The AIA subsystem accepts serial IRIG A or B time from both a high accuracy time code
generator and from either of two analog tapes. The two sources of time are processed
independently. Incoming time is converted to a 32-bit binary count equivalent to 0.1 msec
elapsed time from midnight. Each time this count changes, the Time Code Interface
module may place time and a user specified command on the AIA data bus (shown in
Figure 3). Two modes of processing time information are supported.

TIME INTERVAL MARKERS.  Each time the 0.1 msec count changes, the new time
value will be sent to the Data Distributor module and merged with the data stream. Time
may be passed intact through all modules and placed on the MNDB with a unique tag,
denoting a time interval marker in the data to the other processors in the ADAMS system.

TIME TAGS FOR SELECTED DATA WORDS.  An algorithm is available in each
DPU module to place time in a global memory location, as shown in Figure 4. Data that
must be time tagged is processed by another algorithm that reads the most recent time
from global memory, attaches the appropriate command word to it, and places it on the
AIA data bus immediately following the data word. Data and time words will pass through
the AIA modules as a linked pair, and will be placed on the MNDB as consecutive values.

Ancillary Functions

Several ancillary functions are supported by the AIA subsystem.

STATUS LIGHTS.  Eight relays are provided to control remote status lamps. Operation
of the lamps is defined under program control, and may be changed by the user. Initially,
AIA will use status lamps to denote loss of synchronization, loss of data and input source
selection.

SENSE LINES.  Sixteen sense lines are provided to monitor activity external to the AIA
subsystem. The lines may be interrogated under program control, or used to generate
interrupts to the internal AIA processor. Response to sense lines are defined under 



program control, and may be changed by the user. Initially, AIA will use sense lines to
monitor the activity of the analog tapes.

UNIT IDENTIFICATION.  The Boeing ten-character inventory control ID will be
permanently stored in a ROM on a Boeing-supplied interface card. At system reset the
AIA reads the ID and makes it available as a system resource when needed for reports or
communication in the ADAMS.

FLIGHT NUMBER/TEST ID.  A 15-character flight number/test ID may be specified
by the user prior to a test. The AIA encodes the characters to be embedded in the
incoming IRIG time-of-day information. The information may then be retrieved from time
coming from the time code generator or from analog tape. This provides a method of
identifying tapes for archival purposes.

PCM TELEMETRY DATA.  Clocked NRZ-L data coming to the frame synchronizer
directly from the data acquisition system is reformatted to NRZ-S code for real time
telemetry transmission to a ground station.

REGENERATION OF SERIAL IRIG TIME CODE.  The AIA system accepts time
code simultaneously from a time code generator and from an analog tape. Either input
may be selected for distribution as the time source for devices external to the AIA
subsystem. The time code being distributed is regenerated in a serial IRIG A format.

INPUT POWER MONITOR.  Input power comes from an external 48 VDC power
supply. When power is lost a battery backup is switched in and the AIA receives
notification on a dedicated control line which interrupts the local AIA processor. This
initiates a power-down procedure.

AIA SYSTEM MANAGEMENT

Setup, control, monitor and diagnostic functions are performed by commercially available
computer modules operating on the AIA VME computer bus. Specific modules required
for the AIA include a control processor, an Ethernet controller and a VME bus controller.

Control Processor

The control processor contains a MC68010 microprocessor which performs the setup,
control, monitor and diagnostic functions. On board memory includes 512 Kbyte RAM
and 128 Kbyte ROM. Interrupt processing is supported, and a programmable time is
available. The board may function as VME bus master, reading and writing 16-bit data
words into a 24-bit address space. Cache memory is used.



Ethernet Controller

The controller supports network communication compatible with the Ethernet Version 2
standard. The board contains a dedicated MC68000 processor, 128 Kbytes of RAM
buffer memory, and up to 32Kbytes of ROM memory for special processing. Data
transfer rates of 300,000 bytes/second are supported.

System Controller

The system controller provides a time of day clock, two RS-232 serial I/O ports, a
four-level priority bus arbiter, and additional RAM and ROM memory.

AIA SUBSYSTEM SETUP

The AIA Subsystem has no mass storage capability. For this reason setup processing is
normally done in an external system. The AIA subsystem is normally set up via the
Boeing Command and Control Bus (CCB). Incoming setup information is stored in buffer
memory in the AIA Ethernet controller, with an interrupt passed to the AIA control
processor. The processor decodes header information in the setup record and moves
data to the appropriate memory locations. Memory and setup registers on the telemetry
modules are accessible to both local logic on the card and to processors on the VME
bus. Simultaneous requests for memory access will be arbitrated by a dual memory
access controller on each card.

Software Download

At system reset the AIA subsystem has only a basic subset of ROM resident software
suitable for limited, off-line operation via the local terminal. At the conclusion of the
system reset sequence, the AIA automatically requests additional software from a host
processor. Software to be loaded is controlled by the user, and normally includes a
memory resident operating system, and algorithm code used by DPU’s.

Table Download

Data processing in the AIA subsystem is table driven. Control tables are loaded from the
host computer through the CCB interface and/or the local terminal. The control processor
interprets the table and loads control memories in each processing module with
information specific to the processing desired. Full control of the AIA subsystem may be
exercised both by the host computer and by the local terminal.



CONTROL FUNCTIONS

Each telemetry module has an eight-bit status register which may be read by the AIA
control processor, normally as a result of timer scheduled polling. Conditions to be
monitored may be selected by the user. In addition, each status bit may be enabled to
cause a vectored interrupt in the control processor, so that immediate response may be
given to critical conditions.

Registers and memory on all telemetry modules are accessible to internal AIA software,
and to both host computer and local terminal.

DIAGNOSTIC PROCESSING

Internal diagnostics of telemetry modules fall into two primary categories: memory and
functional testing.

Memory Diagnostics

Memory and registers in telemetry cards are accessible to the AIA control processor via
the VME bus. Memory diagnostics consist of writing and reading test patterns and
checking the results. ROM’s are verified against embedded checksum patterns. The data
path used for testing memories and registers is shown in Figure 5.

Functional Diagnostics

The Time Code Interface card provides a path for the control processor to send and
receive data on the high speed data bus. Thus, a functional test consists of making table
entries in the module to be tested, sending test data and commands through the Time
Code Interface and verifying that the processed results returned to the Time Code
Interface are correct. The process used, first for setting up the registers and memories,
and second for placing data on the high speed data bus for functional testing, is shown in
Figure 6.

CONCLUSIONS

The Acquisition Interface Assembly (AIA) is the next generation real time data
preprocessor to be used for qualification testing of new and modified aircraft. it provides
state-of-the-art processing capability for PCM data and for ARINC formats, fully
programmable control from a local terminal or from any of several processors on an
Ethernet network, extensive error checking capabilities, immediate notification of
processing errors, and very effective user interfaces. The AIA was developed by Fairchild
Weston Systems, Inc. under contract to, and in close cooperation with, the Boeing
Commercial Airplane Company.



FIGURE 1  THE BOEING ADAMS SYSTEM



FIGURE 2  FLOW OF DATA IN AIA



FIGURE 3  TIME PROCESSING



FIGURE 4  TIME OVERVIEW

FIGURE 5  DIAGNOSTICS TESTS
(MEMORY & REGISTERS)



 FIGURE 6  DIAGNOSTIC TESTS
(PROCESSING)


